


area of 12,320 

square feet and employs 27 people.

Complementing Lane stockholding, 

the other member of The Lodge Group is 

connector manufacturer Weald Electronics 

Ltd, for whom Lane Electronics is the sole 

distributor. Weald has an area of 12,660 

square feet and employs 35 people. 

 





With in-house modern design office, 

environmental test laboratory and 

over 30 years experience we have the 

ability to supply connector solutions to 

meet your technical specification.  

We offer fast design, prototyping 

and testing for customer special or 

non standard connectors.                     

We can also supply 3D models for 

most of our products on request. 



We have an experienced and dedicated 

multi-lingual internal sales team of eight 

people, together with three field based 

representatives who cover the whole of 

the UK. Export  sales to mainland Europe         

form 15-20% of our total sales. 

Because of our large stockholding          

and well developed systems, we aim         

for ‘same-day’ dispatch, supporting      

the Company's mission: 

“Our stock today, yours tomorrow” 



A dedicated policy of maintaining 

huge stocks of an extensive range 

of connector types means that we 

can almost always supply more 

quickly than the manufacturers 

we represent! 

 

Stock value £2,201,000.00 

Access to 75,000 items 

No of stocked lines 17,500 

 

 



FC Lane is appointed as 

Franchised Assembling 

Distributor for both Souriau  

and ITW McMurdo. 

We have the capacity to meet 

orders of all sizes quickly and 

efficiently, at very competitive 

prices.  

 



Formed in 1976 following the 

purchase of the MKIV Range from 

Plessey Connectors, Weald 

Electronics Ltd has since 

developed several other ranges, 

including MIL-C-26482 and 

geophysical.  

Weald Electronics has      

purpose-built premises which 

are fully equipped with 

laser/inkjet marking machines, 

automatic testing equipment 

and special purpose assembly 

machines. 

 



Strong commitment to quality with 

IECQ- CECC, BS9000, ISO and QPL 

Approvals as well as many OEM 

Approvals, has established the Lodge 

Group as the most experienced and 

reliable connector distributor / 

manufacturer in the UK; a reputation 

that we are justly proud of. 
 



LMH/LMHF RANGE 

(MIL-C-26482 Series 1) 

LMG RANGE 

LMF RANGE 

LMJ RANGE 

(MIL-C-5015) 

MG RANGE 

(MIL-C-5015) 

LMV RANGE 

SM/SMA/BA/D2 
RANGES 

EDGE CARD PCB 



MIL-DTL-38999  

Series III Aluminium 

MIL-DTL-38999  

Series III Composite 

MIL-DTL-38999  

Series III Stainless Steel 

BS/CECC 75201-002 

JVS Bronze 

MIL-DTL-38999  

ELIO & QUADRAX 

MIL-DTL-38999  

Series I 

MIL-DTL-38999  

Series III Power 

Micro38999  

& Motorsport 

 



COAXIAL  

cables 

ENVIROFLEX  

cables 

QMA + QN  

connectors 

TEST + MEASUREMENT 

products 

MICROWAVE 

cables 

LIGHTNING 

PROTECTION 
COAXIAL 

connectors 






